WELLS AIRCRAFT
RENTAL AGREEMENT N546MC

1. All Rental Customers shall be checked out (1 hr min time) with a Wells Aircraft Flight Instructor for approval to rent the
aircraft, and a proficiency review of at least 1 hr must be completed annually.
a. The pilot must present photocopies of his/her pilot certificate, current medical, current flight review sign-off from
the renter’s logbook, and driver’s license to be maintained on file by Wells Aircraft.
2. All Pilots shall operate the aircraft within the approved limitations of the aircraft and conform to all appropriate FAA
regulations.
3. All operations of aircraft shall be conducted on public use airports only. Grass or sod runways are approved on dual
flights only and with the permission of the Flight Department Manager.
4. Scheduling of the aircraft can be done on-line at www.wellsac.com or pilots can contact a Wells Aircraft Instructor to
make reservations.
To schedule an aircraft for all day, a minimum use of three (3) hours is required for weekdays and four (4) hours per
day for holidays and weekends. (This rule is subject to exceptions with Wells Aircraft Instructor authorization.)
6. Please contact Wells Aircraft as soon as possible or delete your reservation on the website to cancel any reservations
so that the airplane can be made available for other students/renters. Reservations cancelled less than 24 hours in
advance of the scheduled time or not cancelled and fail to show may be assessed a fee for rental of the aircraft and/or
flight instructor time.
7. The aircraft will be made available to other renters/students fifteen minutes after the reserved departure time
if the scheduled renter has not shown by that time.
8. All flights originating or terminating between the hours of 1900 (5:00pm) and 0700 (8:00am) local Branson
West time shall have prior special approval.
9. The price for the aircraft is per Hobbs hour (wet). Turn in all fuel receipts, at the end of the flight.
10. All renters shall report aircraft discrepancies to Wells Aircraft personnel immediately after a trip is completed.
11. In case of any mechanical problems with the aircraft off-site (away from KFWB) please contact Wells Aircraft before
incurring any repair expense. Renter will be responsible for any repair expense not approved beforehand.
12. Offsite fuel purchases will be credited at a maximum per gallon rate. Do not expect full credit for offsite fuel
purchases. The reimbursement rate changes as fuel cost change. Please check the current rate before departing on
a trip.
13. Renter will be responsible for the insurance deductible in the event of an accident or incident.
14. If you do not fly our aircraft in a 12-month time period, you will be required to complete another check out in the make
and model with a Wells Aircraft instructor.
15. No commercial operations will be allowed in Wells Aircraft airplanes. This includes but is not limited to: Flight
instruction given or received by other than Wells Aircraft, Inc. employed Flight Instructors, Commercial photography,
transporting people or property for compensation.

I, ______________________________, have read, fully understand, and will comply with the conditions of this
agreement.
Renter Pilot signature: __________________________________ Date: ____________
Wells Aircraft Rep: _____________________________________
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